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Sonic adventure ost open your heart

Open Your Heart is the main theme of Sonic Adventures, which also plays against the chaos in the same game. Performed by Crush 40. The music was written by John Senau, who was the sound engineer for the China Games for many years. In an earlier version of the song, John himself was the lead
singer. However, later, the group's lead singer, Hardline Johnny Joely, ordered the vocals. It was after the making of this song that the band Crush 40, known to Sonic fans (although the current name was acquired over time). There are quite a few versions and remixes of this song: the album version is
the original version found on the album for the original game. At the beginning and end of the song there are sounds of a storm approaching. The game version is a version that can be heard in Sonic Adventures game itself. It doesn't contain the opening and final sounds of the storm, but at first the song
can be heard shouting Johnny: OK!!. The chaos version is played in battle with chaos. Contains only the first byte and the chorus. The MJ version is a little known but quite interesting version that appeared in the Sonic Gem Collection game. It's made in a style of pejorative jazz, slow and quite calm. The
Remix of Transmotor vs. Razed In Black is a version of Sonic Adventure REMIX. It has techno motives. A remix of Chris Warren and Mark Glitter is another version that appeared on the same album. Bentley Jones's remix is a remix of Bentley Jones' original song, which appeared in true blue: The Best of
Sonic the Hedgehog K-Klub Remix, a remix that can be heard in true colors: The Best of Sonic the Hedgehog Part 2 version of The Best of Crush 40, a new version of the song from Crush 40, recorded best of Crush 40 - Super Sonic Songs Super Smash Brothers. Brawl Вемо-версиу — ранннл версиу
весни, вле в каееснве вокана вснвнан Ввнн Сэноуэ. Ремикс Sonic Dorot — ремикс, конорл илраен сраени с Перơơкт Ваосом в илре Sonic Generations. Инструментальная версия появившаяся в iTunes-версии саундтрра Sonic Adventure. Вексн Кллвен 1: Thunder, rain, and lightning danger,
rising water crying out, sirens wailing it's such a bad sign shadows of dark creatures steel clouds floating in the air people running to shelter What's going to happen to us!? All the steps we take, all the moves we make, all the pain at stake I see the chaos for everyone we are what we can do You and I'm
the same in a way we have our own styles that we won't change yours full of evil and mine there's no way I can lose Вриеев Can't last much longer But I'll never leave I know it's a one-way track Tell me now how long it will last I won't think like this nor will I trust Others will close my eyes and feel it
burned now I see what I need to do Open your heart, it'll be fine! Кллвен 2: Old Town Hot Shadows keep attacking little kids crying confusion, hopeless anger I don't know what it might be but you drive me crazy all your cunning tricks make me sick, you won't get it your way Вриеев open your heart and
you will see! (Винарное сово) Кллвев 3: If it doesn't stop, we won't have the future of his heart tied by all the hatred, must free him I know it's a one-way track - tell me now how long it will last to close my eyes and feel it burned - now I see what I have to do must open your heart, bro! Врилев opened
your heart, it wouldn't be right! Yes! Open your heart! Open your heart! Yes! In: Sonic Adventure Songs, Crush 40 Songs Stock 4:34 (Game Version)5:16 (Soundtrack Version)4:48 (Best of Crush 40 version)4:58 (Bentley Jones Remix) June Senoue Takahiro Pocada OriginalSoundtrackBest's Crush 40
versionMario &amp; Sonic in the Winter Olympic Games version remixed by SonicC0 Generations 40 vs Bentley Jones Open Your Heart is Sonic Adventur's main theme song, Performed by Crash 40. It's a hard rock song. Remixes were made featuring Bentley Jones and K-Klub. The song was
composed by John Senau and Kenichi Tokoy; The former also took on the main guitar chores and has already worked as chief music officer of the Sonic and Sega-related games for several years. In the early version of the song, Senio even provided the song for the song. Hardline's lead singer Johnny
Wylie was eventually named soloist, later becoming Crush 40 (they weren't officially named Crush 40 until Later on). Also involved are the song Nauto Shibata on bass and his histsog is bustling with drums. They each joined a separate band later, Loudness and Anthem, respectively. Version album
version - the version that appears on almost every CD release. It has an extended introduction and an ending that includes thunderstorm sound effects. Game Version - The version that actually appears in Sonic Adventures. It's basically the same as the album version, but it doesn't have the opening and
closing of storm sounds. He also has another vocal role at first when Johnny Wylie yells ok!, and yes! End. Original soundtrack version - the version that appears on the original soundtrack (OST) 2CD set. It's the same as the game version, but there are some extra sonic passages cut out. Perfect chaos
version - the version that is played during the first half of the final boss battle with perfect chaos. It contains the first verse and the chorus and then loops back to the first verse. MJZ Remix - A relaxed remix that can be opened in the Sonic Gems collection. Transmutor Vs. Razed In Black Remix - a techno-
based quick remix featured on the Sonic Adventure REMIX album. Some have announced it as a Sonic Boom remix since the words Sonic Boom are repeated many times. Chris Verna and Mark Blask remix - another remix featured on the Sonic Adventure REMIX album. This song remains more faithful
to the original song in terms of sound (though it contains some original lyrics), and still adds a techno twist to it. Bentley Jones Remix - A remix of a Bentley Jones song released on True Blue: The Best of Sonic the Hedgehog. K-Klub Remix - Remix featured in True Colors: Best of Sonic the Hedgehog
Part 2. Best of Crush 40 version - a version that appears on The Best of Crush 40: Super Sonic Songs. It changes Johnny Joilly's voice. It also cancels out his yelling about ok! First. SSBB version - an abbreviated version of Super Smash Bros. Brawl which consists of the first verse and guitar solo before
looping from the beginning. This version also appears in Super Smash Bros. for Wii U. Demo Version - the original version of the song that includes Jon Snow as solo. This version was only performed live at the Tokyo International Forum on August 22, 1998, when Sega first unveiled Sonic Adventure.
Sonic Dorot version - a remix of Circuit Freq's original song, composed of Amir Drac and Anthony Poe Valcic by Julian-K. It is played during the boss battle and perfect chaos. A'Lright's words!!! Thunder, rain and lightning. Danger, rising water. Crying out, sirens wailing. That's such a bad sign. Shadows,
dark creatures. Clouds of steel floating in the air. People are running to the shelter. What's going to happen to us? All the steps we take, all the moves we make, all the pain Peg. I see the chaos for everyone. Who we are. What can we do? You and I are the same in a way that we have our own styles that
we won't change yours full of evil and mine there's no way I can lose! Can't last much longer... But I'll never leave! I know it's a one-way route... Tell me now how long this is going to last! I wouldn't think like that... And I won't trust others, too! Close my eyes and feel it burn... Now I see what I have to do!
Open your heart, it's going to be okay. Ancient cities are burning, shadows continue to attack. Little kids crying, confusion, hopeless anger. I don't know what it could be, but you're driving me crazy! All your cunning tricks make me sick, don't do it your way! Can't last much longer. But I'll never leave! I
know it's a one-way route. Tell me now how long this is going to last! I wouldn't think so. And I won't trust others, too! Close my eyes and feel it burn. Now I see what I have to do! Open your heart... And you'll see! Okay, what are you doing here? Yes...! If this doesn't stop, we won't have a future. His heart
is bound by all hatred, must free him! I know it's a one-way route. Tell me now how long this is going to last! Close my eyes and feel it burn. Now I see what I have to do! Gotta open your heart, man! Can't last much longer! But I'll never leave! I know it's a one-way route! Tell me now how long this is going
to last! I wouldn't think so! And I won't trust others, too! Close my eyes and feel it burn! Now I see what I have to do! Open your heart, it's going to be okay! Yes! Open your heart! Yes! Open your heart! yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, Crush 40 and Bentley Jones Remix I got something new
(Bentley Jones) (Open Your Heart) Not until we're done (Bentley Jones) (Open Bentley Jones) In the mix and the tricks are full of kicks Bentley Jones Crush 40 makin patch then relax and wait for Willie to ignite, Just (ends Bentley Jones) (Open your heart, it's going to be ok) sing it (Bentley
Jones)Thunder rain, and lightning danger, rising water cries out This howling sirens are such a bad sign of shadows, dark creatures and clouds of steel floating in the air people running to the shelter What's going to happen to us? All the steps we take, all the moves we make, all the pain at stake I see the
chaos for everyone, who we are, what we can do You and I are the same in a way we have our own styles that we won't change yours full of evil and mine is there's no way I can lose Can't last much longer But I'll never let go I know it's a one-way track Tell me how long it will last I won't think like this nor
will I trust On others I will close my eyes and feel them burn now I see what I need to do Open your heart, it's going to be ok the shadows of the city cunning keep attacking little kids crying confusion, hopeless anger I don't know what it might be but you drive me crazy All your cunning tricks make me You
won't get it your way Can't last much longer But I'll never leave I know it's a one-way track Tell me now how long it will last I won't think like that and I won't trust others I'll close my eyes and feel them burn now I see what I need to do Open your heart and you'll see (starting Bentley Jones) open your
heart, It'll be okay Keep moving, we'll just hold on tight Now you've got a trio of musical talent to your head J.J. Woakes, J.C. Mingling, YJ's style back there We'll hit the city at the speed of sound and break through all the barriers and march on new ground That's what we know that's what we're doing,
come, you'll see then open your hearts because it'll free you up If this doesn't stop, we won't have the future of his heart tied up in all the hate, gotta let him go I know it's a one-way track Tell me now how long it will last Close my eyes and feel them burn now I see what I need to do Open your heart, it's
going to be ok! Yes! Open your heart! Yes! Open your heart! yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, Connecting Sonic Adventures open your heart - Sonic's perspective and referred to many of the Sonic Adventure events. Danger, rising/crying water, wailing sirens... People run to a perfect chaos
shelter flooding the station square. Shadows of dark creatures - the mural of perfect chaos. Clouds of steel floating in the air. You and I are the same in a way that we have our own styles that won't change Sonic and Dr. Eggman doing things their own way. Yours is full of evil and mine is not - Sonic will
always be the hero while Eggman is always the villain or chaos through the negative energy of emerald chaos while Sonic uses the positive energy. There's no way I can lose -- Sonic can't lose or Agamman always thinks he'll win. Also refers to Sonic being determined not to lose. Can't last much longer
(but I'll never leave) - Sonic's attitude will never give up. I know it's a one-way route, Sonic realizes he has to defeat Chaos to save everyone. I won't think so, perhaps referring to gamma losing itself from obeying Dr. Eggman or Sonic's optimistic point of view. Nor do I trust others - knuckles to be
independent and don't trust anyone to help him find the emerald master fragments. Close my eyes and feel it burned (now I see what I have to do) - Sonic using the positive energy of emerald chaos to become super Sonic. It can also refer to Sonic figuring out what he needs to do to stop chaos. The old
city is burning - the destruction of the knuckle tribe. Little children cry, the cso is wounded in the Temple of Master Emerald. Confusion, hopeless anger - the angry reaction of chaos to the chao's injury. I don't know what it could be but you drive me crazy - Sonic's feelings for Eggman or Eggman's
frustration about Sonic always winning. All yours Tricks make me sick - Eggman keeps trying to beat Sonic, but never succeeds. Don't do it your way Sonic always thwarts Der Eggman's evil schemes and furious chaos. If this doesn't stop, we won't have the future of the threat chaos poses and how it
must be stopped. His heart is bound by all hatred, must free him - anger and chaos perfect for those who killed the Chao creatures, with Super Sonic defusing the wrath of perfect chaos. Trivia eight different versions of Open The Heart were made before the final version was made. [1] K-Klub Remix was
released on True Colors: The Best of Sonic the Hedgehog Part 2 without notice or approval from Bentley Jones. He doesn't see it as an official addition to his discography. [2] In the 2009 E3 demo of Sonic &amp; Sega All-Stars Racing, part guitar solo from Open Your Heart served as a subject for
Sonic's All-Star move, Super Sonic. [3] However, the song was replaced by the invincible theme of Sonic Heroes in the latest replica. At Mario &amp; Sonic at the Winter Olympic Games, some instrumental parts of this song serve as a dream figure skate (the last part of Sonic's world, where the player
face perfect ice and chaos). A new version of this song is back on Sonic Generations that played during the battle with Perfect Chaos, a returning boss. The original song is also available as an unlocked song. Main Article References | Scripts (Sonic, Pelly, Knuckles, Amy, Big, Gamma, Super Sonic) |
Team | Malfunctions | Beta Components | Gallery | Recurring Editions (DX | 2010) Sonic Publishable Characters (Super Sonic) | Pelly | Knuckles | Amy | E-102 Gamma | Large | Sonic Metal * Non-Playable Characters Der Agman | Beta (Mark II) | Cso | Chaos (Chaos 1, Chaos 2, Chaos 4, Chaos 6,
Perfect Chaos) | Cream* | Delta | Epsilon | Frogs | Grandma | Mr. Knows Everything | Pachamak | Tikal | Untited Sonic Robot* | Zero | Zeta | Animals (deer, elephant, gorilla, gorilla, kangaroo, koala, lion, mole, parrot, peacock, penguin, rabbit, seal, sea otter, skunk, swallow) egg fields-themed adventure |
Mystic Ruins | Station Square Action Stages Emerald Coast | Valley of the Winds | Casinopolis | Glacier | Sparkle Park | Road Speed | Red Mountain | Sky Deck | The Lost World | Hot Receiver | Final Egg Sub Games Sky Chase | Sand Hill | Hedgehog Fetish | Sparkle Circle | Boss Enemies Forever |
Blade Wedding | Bois-Bois | Boyon | Kiki Cart | Cop Speeder | Egg Keeper | Electro-Spinner | Fighter Jets A | Fighter Jets B | Gula | Ice Ball | Icecap Unsung Aircraft | Kiki | Leon | Mechanical Fish | Pirate | Rhinoceros | Sky Thin's Untitleed Fighter | Spiny Spinner | Broom Chaos Bosses 0 | Chaos 2 |
Chaos 4 | Chaos 6 | E-101 Beta | E-101 Mark II | E-102 Gamma | E-103 Delta | E-104 Epsilon | E-105 Zeta | Egg Carrier | Egg Hornet | Viper Egg | Egg Walker | The Knuckles of the Achidina | Chaos | Sonic the Hedgehog | Zero Moves / Character Techniques to Play Lightning | Climb | Dig | Airplane
Mode | Browsing | Fetish Attack | Fetish Jump | Hover | 2010 Attack | Launching Thying Missiles | Jump Attack | Laser Gun | Light Speed Attack | Light Speed Dash | Seduce Attack | Maximum Heat Episode Attack | Select | Propeller Flight | Punch attack | Quick Tail Attack | Spin Dash | Spin Hammer
Attack | Spin Jump | Tails Attack NPC Arm Punch | Bombing | Shooting Attack | Charging | Double Punch | Earthquake Attack | Electric Arm | Energy Ball Attack | Flamethrower Attack | Guided Missiles | Instant Peripheral | Laser beam attack | 2010 Tail Slice | Inhale Attack | Marble Attack | Phantom
Shadow Move | Punch | Quarter Attack | Scorpio Attack | Shock Wave Attack (Chaos 6) | Sonic Boom | Spin Attack | Spinning Spike Attack | Incendiary Expressive Attack | Squash Rolling Attack | Rocking Fist Gimmicks and Bumper Obstacles | Meet Car | Cannon | Conveyor Belt | Winch Crank | Dash
Board | Dash Ring | Drum Can | Explosion Trap | Fan | Flipper | Fountain | Target Balloon | Hanging Bell | Helicopter | Hint Box | Sea Clue | Ice Sniff | Iron Ball | Clipboard | Jump Board (Ramp) | Jump ramp | Laser Field | Illuminated Board | Appearance | Monkey Blast Switch | Orca | Power Cube | Rocket



| Satellite | Slot Machine | Spring | Spring Kick | Replace | Teleporter | Wide Spring | Wind Path | Omega Objects General Air Bubble | Capsule | Cart Crossing | Cso Egg | Emerald Chaos | Doll | Logo | Emerald Schard | Employee ID | Item Box (5 Rings, 10 Rings, Extra Life, High Speed Shoes, Invincible,
Magnetic Shield, Random Rings, Shield, Smart Bomb) | Keystone (Gold Sculpture, Ice Stone, Silver Sculpture, Wind Stone) | Dot Marker | Ring | Sandboard | Snowboarding | Supersonic Token Level Up Ancient Light Items | Crystal Ring | Fighting Gloves | Jet Ankle Jewelry | Jet Accelerator | Laser
Blaster | Life Belt | Light Fast Shoes | Long Hammer | Seduce | Power Bar | Rate Tag | Claws Shovel | Feather Warrior English Actors Ryan Drummond (Sonic) | Corey Bringas (Pelley) | Michael McGhan |Knuckles | Dame Bristow (Eggman) | Jennifer Dolard (Amy) | John St. John (Big) | Alere Disler (Tikal,
Kohl's Train Station, Voice Default Menu) | Steve Brody (Gamma, Pachamak, Mystic Ruins Of Sound Train) | Tomoko Sasaki (Cso) Japanese Voice Players Jun'ichi Kanemaru (Sonic) | Kazuki Hayashi (Pelly) | Novotoshi Kana (Knuckles) | Ccao Utoka (Aegman) | Taco Quetta (Amy) | Sean Yashiro
(Great) | Kaori Aso (Tikal) | Joji Nakata (Gamma) | Toro Okawa (Pachamakmak) | Kahu Koda (Voice of the Station Square Train Station) | Novotoshi Kana (Mystic Ruins Sound Train) | Alere Disler (Default Menu Voice) | Tomoko Sasaki (Cso) Music Songs Believe in Myself | It doesn't matter | Lazy Days |
My Sweet Passion | Open Your Heart | Unknown from M.E. Albums Sonic Adventure Original Tikul Track (Digi-Log Call) Sonic Adventure Remix | Sonic Adventure: Songs with An Access Voice Mini Album | Sonic Adventure Original Soundtrack 20Th Anniversary Edition | Passion and Pride: Anthems
with Access from the Sonic Adventure Era Other 777 Pinball Slots | Angel Island | AutoPlay | Black Market | Pinball Card | Chav Garden (Square Garden Station, Mystic Ruins Garden, Island Bearing Eggs) | Cso Race | Cso Stadium | C.O. in Space | Cw Machine | Search Cso* | Corkscrew Loop | Debug
Mode | E-100 Series | Egg Carrier | Egg Bearer 2 | From You Emerald | Freezing | Life Meter | Task Status | Mystic Ruins | The Temple of the Trunk of the Knuckles | Shuttle Loop | Sonic Adventures (LCD) | Station Square | Station Square Police | Tail Lab | Tornado | Tornado 2 | Transporter Machine
*Exclusive DX Sonic Adventure: Director's Cut. Sonic Adventure Songs Crush 40 Songs Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Specify.
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